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Abstract
The transport coeﬃcients of strongly interacting matter are currently subject of intense theoretical and phenomenological studies due
to their relevance for the characterization of the quark-gluon plasma
produced in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions (uRHIC). We predict that (η/s)/(σel /T ), independently on the running coupling αs (T ),
should increase up to about ∼ 20 for T → Tc , while it goes down to
a nearly ﬂat behavior around  4 for T ≥ 4 Tc . Therefore we ﬁnd a
stronger T-dependence of σel /T with respect to η/s that in a quasiparticle approach is constrained by lQCD thermodynamics. A conformal
theory, instead, predicts a similar T dependence of η/s and σel /T .

1

Introduction

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL and Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN have produced a very hot and dense system of strongly
interacting particles as in the early universe with energy densities and temperatures largely above the transition temperature Tc  160MeV [1] expected for the transition from nuclear matter to the Quark-Gluon Plasma
(QGP) [2]. The phenomenological studies by viscous hydrodynamics [3, 4]
and parton transport [5–7] of the collective behavior of such a matter has
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shown that the QGP has a very small shear viscosity to entropy density
ratio η/s, quite close to the conjectured lower-bound limit η/s = 1/4π [8].
Another key transport coeﬃcient of interest is the electric conductivity
σel which represents the linear response of the system to an applied external
electric ﬁeld. Several processes occurring in uRHIC as well as in the Early
Universe are regulated by the electric conductivity. Very high electric and
magnetic ﬁelds (eE  eB  m2π , with mπ the pion mass) are expected to be
produced in the very early stage of the collisions [9, 10]. First preliminary
studies in lQCD has extracted only few estimates with large uncertainties
[11,12] and only recently more safe extrapolation has been developed [13–15].
In this work we emphasize the connection with the η/s [16].

2

Shear viscosity and electric conductivity

In this Section we report the general formulas for shear viscosity and electric
conductivity. For a system with diﬀerent species, shear viscosity can be
written as [17]:
 4

 tot
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η
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τq ρq + τg ρg
=
2
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where T is the temperature, ρq(g) the quark (gluon) density, τq(g) relaxation time and · · ·  the thermale average, being E the energy and p the
momentum of particles.
Electric conductivity can be written as [18]:
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with fj the fractional quark charge.
where e2 = e2 ū,
j=u,d,s fj = 4e /3 
4
2
The thermal average p /E  and p2 /E 2 will be ﬁxed employing a quasiparticle (QP) scheme tuned to reproduce the bulk thermodynamics evaluated by lQCD [19]. This means that thermodynamical terms in Eqs. (1)-(2)
are determined by the Lattice QCD thermodynamics and do not rely on the
detailed value of mq,g (T ) in the QP model. The quark and gluon masses
are given by m2g = 3/4 g 2 T 2 and m2q = 1/3 g 2 T 2 in terms of a running
coupling g(T ) that is determined by a ﬁt to the lattice energy density. In
2 (T ) = 48π 2 / (11N − 2N ) ln[λ T − Ts ]2
Ref. [19] we have obtained: gQP
c
f
Tc
Tc
with λ = 2.6, Ts /Tc = 0.57, Tc = 160 MeV. We also notice that a selfconsistent dynamical model has been developed in [6,20] and leads to nearly
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the same behavior of the strong coupling g(T ). For its general interest and
asymptotic validity for T → ∞, we also consider the behavior of the pQCD
2
running coupling constant: gpQCD (T ) = 8π9 ln−1 Λ2πT
.
QCD
The last term to be deﬁned and ﬁxed in Eqs. (1)-(2) are the relaxation
times for quarks and gluons:
τq−1



=

iq iq
ρi vrel
σtr 

= σ(s)tr vrel (ρq

i=q,q̄,g

τg−1

=



¯
ū,
d,s̄


β qi + ρg β qg )

i=u,d,s

ig ig
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σtr 



qg
gg
= σ(s)tr vrel  ρtot
q β + ρg β

(3)

i=q,q̄,g
ij
ij
where σtr
is the transport cross-section, vrel
is the relative velocity of
the two scattering particles. As done within the Hard-Thermal-Loop
(HTL) approach, we will consider the total transport cross section reguij
2
(s) = dσ
lated by a screening Debye mass mD = g(T )T : σtr
dt sin Θ dt =
2

s
s
h(a) where αs = g 2 /4π, h(a) regulates the anisotropy of scatβ ij πα
m2 s+m2
D

D

terings (for more details see Ref. [16,21,22]). The coeﬃcient β ij depends on

the pair of interacting particles: β qq = 16/9, β qq = 8/9, β qg = 2, β gg = 9
which are directly related to the quark and gluon Casimir factor, for example β qq /β gg = (CF /CA )2 = (4/9)2 . It is not obvious that relaxation times
are those evaluated with the same coupling g(T ) from the QP model. We
ﬁx τq,g in order to reproduce the minimum η/s = 1/4π. In Fig. 1 we show
η/s as a function of T /Tc : red thick line is obtained using gQP rescaled to
the minimum η/s = 1/4π, blue dot-dashed line using gpQCD and symbols
several lQCD results (open and full circles [23], full squares [24], diamonds
and triangles [25]).
We want to stress that the σel /T predicted, with the same τq that reproduces
η/s = 1/4π, is in quite good agreement with most of the lQCD data, shown
by symbols in Fig. 2 (grey squares [11], triangles [14], circle [15], yellow diamond [12], orange square [26] and red diamonds [13]). Therefore a low σel /T
is obtained at variance with the early lQCD estimate, Ref. [11]. In Fig.2, we
also plot the N = 4 Super Yang Mills (green dotted line) electric conductivity [27] that predicts a constant behavior for σel /T = e2 Nc2 /(16π)  0.0164.
We note that in our framework one instead expects that the σel should still
have a strong T-dependence: using simple considerations one can obtain
σel /T  η/s T /m(T ) [16] which shows that, even if η/s is constant, σel /T
has an extra T-dependence that generates the steep decrease close to Tc .
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Figure 1: Shear Viscosity as a function of temperature T /Tc . See the
text for details.

Figure 2: Electric conductivity as a
function of temperature T /Tc . See
the text for details.

An interesting quantity under our investigation is to consider the ratio
between η/s and σel /T which can be written as:
 4 2
p /E
η/s
6 1
=
2
σel /T
5 T s e p2 /E 2 

τ g ρg
1+
τq ρtot
q



ρ

,

C q + ρgq
τg
=
.
ρ
τq
6 + ρgq C g

(4)

The previous equation is written in terms of generic relaxation times and we
note that the ratio τg /τq is proportional to the coeﬃcient C q = (β qq + β qq̄ +


2β qq̄ + 2β qq )/β qg and C g = β gg /β qg which represent the relative magnitude
between quark-(anti-)quark and gluon-gluon with respect to gluon-quark
9
g
scatterings (C q |pQCD = 28
9  3.1 and C |pQCD = 2 ).
In Fig. 3 we show (η/s)/(σel /T ) as a function of T /Tc : the red solid line is
the the prediction for the ratio using gQP (T ), but it is clear from the Eq. (4)
that the ratio is independent on the running coupling itself (blue dashed line
using gpQCD ). The ratio is sensitive only to the relative strength of the quark
scatterings: as we can see comparing the orange curve (obtained increasing
q
the quark scatterings C q = 10 CpQCD
) with the black curve (increasing the
g
g
gluon scatterings C = 10CpQCD ). As T → Tc a steep increase is predicted
that is essentially regulated by p2 /E 2 .
In this work we point out the direct relation between the shear viscosity
η and the electric conductivity σel . In particular, we have discussed why
most recent lQCD data [13–15] predicting an electric conductivity σel 
10−2 T (for T < 2 Tc ) , appears to be consistent with a ﬂuid at the minimal
conjectured viscosity 4πη/s  1. The increasing behavior of σel /T as a
function of temperature supports AdS/QCD predictions [28] (violet dotdashed line in Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Ratio (η/s)/(σel /T ) as a function of temperature T /Tc . See the text for
details.

We found the ratio (η/s)/(σel /T ) is independent of the uncertainties of
the running coupling g(T ) and it is regulated by the relative strength and
chemical composition of the QGP through the term (1 + τg ρg /τq ρtot
q ). Our
study provides a criterion to interpret the ratio and understand the relative
role of quarks and gluons in the QGP thanks to the developments of lQCD
techniques.
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